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EDL’s Surface Transfer Standards (STS) were designed to provide a uniform and stable 
surface for verifying surface sensors. The STS has replaced traditional hotplates and allows 
for controlled and accurate testing of surface sensors, regardless of shape.
 
All STS models are equipped with a reference output and may be purchased as a Reference 
System. The Reference System enables you to use a calibrated external reference sensor 
and pyrometer to further increase the accuracy of your surface sensor calibrations. The 
Reference System includes the STS, extender lead to connect the STS to the reference 
pyrometer, Pocket-Probe®, and calibrated reference surface sensor. The Reference System 
allows you to compare and cross check the readings from the STS controller, with the actual 
surface temperature as determined by the reference surface sensor and pyrometer. This 
information is then compared with the readings from your Unit Under Test (UUT). This 
allows for laboratory grade checks of equipment in the field, ensuring your sensors and 
instruments are performing correctly at all times.

In addition to offering the STS as a complete Reference System, you can opt to further increase your accuracy by utilizing an independent external PRT 
Reference Sensor. The PRT (sold separately) may be used in conjunction with the Reference System. The STS-SC1 and STS-SC2 (with 2” block) must be ordered 
drilled, and will accommodate an 1/8” diameter PRT.  The STS-SC2-4 (with 4” block) comes drilled to accommodate an independent 3/16” diameter PRT as 
a standard feature. Using an external PRT Reference Sensor allows you to have your sensor independently calibrated (as needed), and shifts all accuracy 
readings to your calibrated PRT Reference Sensor. The PRT reference hole is easily accessed through the rear access panel, and it is recommended this 
independent reference is sent in for yearly calibration.
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Step 1: Set STS to the appropriate Set Point.
Step 2: Connect reference instrument to jack on the back of the STS.
Step 3: Once the Set Point has stabilized, begin checking your surface sensors. Hold the
	 surface	sensor	firmly	on	block,	midway	between	the	rear	of	the	block	and	the	wall.
Step 4: Compare the temperature from the external reference instrument to the UUT.
Step	5:	 Confirm	your	readings	are	within	your	accepted	range	and	move	on!

Using this example, the reference instrument is reading 100 °C. The Unit Under Test (UUT) is 
reading	102	°C.	The	deviation	would	be	+2.0	°C.
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E-Z Probe® Pyrometer
Unit Under Test (UUT)

Reference Instrument
Pocket-Probe® Pyrometer
(Connected to back of STS 

Calibrator	with	Extender	Leads
Part #: ET-M-MJ-36K)

Reference
Surface Sensor
Part #: REFK-SS


